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wearing the c-3po-style mask and tights of the justice league, superman faces off against a foe called doomsday in the middle of an enormous city, while
batman takes on some genetically-enhanced soldiers, which seems to indicate a cat-and-mouse game between two titans. meanwhile, wonder woman has
a dialogue exchange with bruce wayne that's as heartfelt as ever, and that's about it. let's hope there's more to see in the future. but what a way to debut
the big screen version of the dc comics universe's most popular character! after spending a month at the center of the action, wonder woman is no longer
just one of the most powerful characters in comics, but a bona fide action star. she's a powerful but humane ally who gives the audience a chance to get to
know her while also proving just how fast and strong she can be - and a few times she even causes batman to go "awww." and you've already seen all the
new costumes, right? i'm just as curious about the other three new costumes that will be introduced - which are of course courtesy of gail simone. i have a
sneaking suspicion that we're going to see a man in a green costume with a pretty lame weapon, a blue and white ensemble that looks like a cross between
the flash and aquaman, and a black and white ensemble with a very un-superman-like cape. sadly, you won't be able to experience the 4k hdr experience
with this release, but you will be able to enjoy the vastly improved color palette, high dynamic range, and increased sharpness. the dark knight rises is
available now on blu-ray. batman v superman: dawn of justice is available now on 4k ultra hd blu-ray and blu-ray combo pack.
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the warner archive batman v superman: dawn of justice (2016) 4k blu-ray delivers a high-definition picture in a robust presentation, complete with strong
audio and special features. this is a definitive collection of the first part of the batman/superman movie, and with a few exceptions, it's a superior disc for
any format. after a nice, long break, the batman v superman: dawn of justice blu-ray home release is finally on the way, just in time for the march 26th

release date and a considerable amount of fan anticipation. i've had the opportunity to see the film on the big screen, and while i'm not going to find the
same level of satisfaction i did when i watched the movie in theaters, the home release is certainly worth your attention if you're a fan of the genre. batman
is a fan favorite but superman is superman; he's been around for 75 years and he's been the face of the justice league. the batman v superman trailer tries
to show you why he's an important character and how he relates to the other members of the justice league. i'm not entirely sure what it's trying to tell me,
but it's interesting. the new edition includes a whole new 'ultimate edition (remastered)' menu and 4k ultra hd disc. the additional menu choices include the
alternate 'visual effects' menu and a new 'music video' section which contains a 3-minute trailer for suicide squad in the same vein as the justice league's
'justice league: throne of atlantis' teaser. the disc also includes three bd-live-enabled extras: "projection test," "exclusive man of steel behind the scenes

footage," and "exclusive, all-new animated superman scene." another previously-available feature, "the world of justice league," is on the disc as well. the
disc also includes an audio commentary with director zack snyder and screenwriters david s. goyer and chris terrio. the featurette on "projection test" is an

hour-long "filmmaking experiment" which includes footage of snyder's test shots for the film. 5ec8ef588b
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